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Abstract

This article visits the question of whether canceled warrants (CWs) have a positive effect on LME
metal prices. To examine this question carefully, a regression model is applied. This paper finds a
statistically significant positive link between CWs and LME metal prices, including aluminum, zinc, tin,
and nickel. However, other metals such as copper and lead are not statistically significant. The
second objective of the study is to identify the dynamic response of metal price returns for aluminum,
zinc, tin, and nickel to an innovation in the CWs using VAR. It is found that the positive impact of the
CWs on metal returns is transitory.

Keywords: LME spot price (/search?q=LME+spot+price); canceled warrants (/search?
q=canceled+warrants); speculation (/search?q=speculation); financialization (/search?
q=financialization)

JEL Classification: C3; G1

1. Introduction

High cyclical fluctuations in commodity prices, with somewhat severe volatilities, have brought
about a debate over the developments occurring in commodity markets (Singleton 2014). Recent
years have seen a rapid growth in the participation of investors in the commodity market, in what is
being called the ‘financialization’ of commodity markets (Cheng and Xiong 2014). This phenomenon
has occurred where the commodity markets have become important, as institutional investors have
come to regard commodities as an alternative asset class (Park 2019). Tang and Xiong (2012)
concluded that the financialization of commodity markets through institutional investors’ index funds
has significantly impacted market dynamics and volatilities in commodity markets.

The LME (London Metal Exchange)  is the world’s largest futures exchange in the metal industry,
including for six base metals—copper, aluminum, lead, zinc, tin, and nickel—and is known for being
quite correlated with the business cycle (Park 2018). Based on Bloomberg data, the LME is truly a
global commodity exchange, as 95% of trades originate from overseas.

Producers of commodities do not have direct contract with the consumers who use their
commodities in business activities (Otani 1983). The place for transactions of inventory stock
between producers and consumers exists with middlemen, who deliver commodities from producers
to consumers. Otani (1983) argued that the LME might be the most famous inventory stock market
using its own warehouse system. Traders in LME can take physical deliveries of metals and sell
excess inventory of over-supply in the market, which is possible due to peculiar LME warehouse
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regulations. There are more than 690 warehouses and storage facilities worldwide which are licensed
by an LME authority. On a daily basis, LME reports the availability of the six base metal inventory at
each of these warehouses. Most global sell-side brokers, such as Goldman Sachs, Macquarie and
Societe Generale, report the variation of canceled warrants (CWs) in the LME market to focus on
market trading momentum as a key factor.

The Metal Bulletin points out that “CWs  are important in that they represent the change in
stockpiles of metal that may no longer be available at LME warehouses, and which are booked for
removal or onward shipment. This information is an indicator of physical demand”. Metals on warrants
represent inventories in store at the LME’s warehouse, while CWs imply metal earmarked for physical
delivery soon. Investors cancel their warrants because they want to take it out of the LME warehouse.
This is important signal for market demand/supply fundamentals. A rise in CWs suggests stronger
market demand for the LME metals, and deliveries thereof. A warehouse inventory is the significant
barometer to investors,  and there is an inverse relationship between inventories and prices as
movement in stocks affect the future price direction. A sharp decline in inventories implies the
demand is rising with less supply. Table 1 exhibits the possible stylized fact, which relates to
dynamics between the CW ratio direction and the metal price direction. A rise in warehouse stocks or
fall in the CW ratio suggests a negative direction for metal prices, while a fall in the inventory or rise in
the CW ratio implies a positive trend for metal prices.

Table 1. Possible relationship between the CW ratio and effect on the metal price.

Investors may want to cancel their warrants because they take it out of the authorized LME
warehouse to squeeze the market spread. These sequential investors’ reactions have been
strengthening through market expectation. This is possible because first, the middlemen are the
commodity developers or smelters such as Glencore, Nyrstar and Rusal, and the warehouse
companies such as Access World, C. Steinweg and Mitsubishi Logistics. They have a lot of market
information, and are experienced professionals regarding metal market dynamics. I believe that the
changes in CWs affect the investment sentiment and the financialization of the LME market. Second,
the LME has very peculiar prompt dates. The LME provides spot (cash), futures (three month;
benchmark) and various option contracts. The LME addresses daily rolling three month (3M) futures
contracts that are different from those in other commodity markets, which are based on monthly
prompt dates (Park and Lim 2018). This may convince traders, analysts, and index investors who
have attributed the metal price direction to speculation that the fundamentals have indeed been
improving. I develop my hypothesis as follows:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). The rise in CWs increases the LME metal price.

I consider pairs of variables; the first of each pair is the CWs, and the second is an LME metal
price movement. Unfortunately, there is no previous study in the CWs area to the best of my

2
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knowledge, even though there are quite a few in LME market dynamics, such as on testing market
efficiency (Arouri et al. 2011; Otto 2011; Park and Lim 2018) and measuring market volatility
(Figuerola-Ferretti and Gilbert 2008). The purpose of this paper is to test the above hypothesis
using daily LME market data from January 2006 to December 2018. This study uses a regression
model and finds a statistically significant link between CWs and LME metal prices, including
aluminum, zinc, tin and nickel, while the other metals are not statistically significant. Using the VAR
model, it is found that the impact of a CW innovation on spot returns of aluminum, zinc, tin and nickel
is transitory rather than permanent.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the previous literature about the LME. In
Section 3, I present the research model and data with a summary of statistics and unit root test.
Section 4 presents the main results. In the final section, I provide the summary and conclusion.

2. Literature Review

There is no direct study of CWs in the LME, or even in other commodity markets. This section
reviews the previous studies in the LME-related-area. There are three different categories within LME
studies. First, the testing of LME market efficiency is an important issue. However, there has not been
consensus regarding the market efficiency of the LME. Canarella and Pollard (1986) and
MacDonald and Taylor (1988) found that the LME was an efficient market, while Otto (2011) and
Park and Lim (2018) found opposing results. Park and Lim (2018) argued that the financialization of
commodities was growing.

Second, the financialization of the LME market has been debated. Koitsiwe and Adachi (2018)
found that LME real copper spot prices had been characterized by structural changes, and its
determinants vary in a distinct period. They showed that financial speculation had accentuated copper
price moves during the last decade. Guzman and Silva (2018) argued that, following the recent price
boom, some dissent had arisen around the role played by non-fundamentals such as liquidity or
money supply in major commodity markets. They found that some indications of financialization in the
copper price explained the price dynamics using the VAR model. Park (2019) employed Granger
causality tests to analyze the role of speculators using weekly COTR (Commitment of Traders
Reports) data, and presented statistically significant evidence that the position changes of
speculators, such as hedge funds, Granger-cause the prices of base metals, such as aluminum,
copper and zinc among the six base metals.

Third, Figuerola-Ferretti and Gilbert (2008) studied the measurement of volatility in the LME
market using realized volatility.  They examined the spot and three month aluminum and copper
volatilities. They found that both spot and three month price volatilities of aluminum and copper
followed a long memory process, caused by speculative traders.  They found no evidence that the
volatilities processes were fractionally cointegrated. Park (2018) provided evidence of volatility
transmission between oil and the base metals through the bivariate GARCH model. Within the results,
he argued that hedging decisions across the oil and LME futures were feasible to deal with market
risk. Park and Lim (2018) examined whether the price volatility of the LME changed within a sample
period, to check the possibility of time-varying volatility due to the financialization of commodity
markets. They showed the results from the difference-in-means tests of volatility difference in two
sub-periods: pre-crisis (2000–2008) and post-crisis (2009–June 2016), which found that the LME’s

4
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(1)

volatility was somewhat larger post-crisis when compared to pre-crisis, with a statistical significance of
1% for all base metals except nickel.

3. Research Model and Data

3.1. Research Model

When examining the effect of CWs on base metal spot prices in LME, I developed a simple
empirical framework. In its basic form, the following model determines the spot price returns of LME
base metals with respect to CWs:

where is the natural logarithm of the spot price return of base metal i against the previous day; is the
canceled warrant on the day of base metal i in the LME market; and is the vector of independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) errors of each of the s. If rising CWs tend to encourage the investment
momentum upward, then is expected. Given the fact that LME investors tend to view CWs as a key
variable, commodity funds such as hedge funds and CTAs (Commodity Trading Advisors) are likely to
have a significant influence on metal prices.

3.2. Data

Daily data relating to the period of January 2006 to December 2018 are used for estimating
Equation (1), providing N = 3284 observations through Bloomberg. In particular, to evaluate the effect
of stockpiling on metal prices, I collected the available data on the LME metal stockpile. To measure
the effect of the stockpile, CWs are used. Table 2 presents the descriptive statistics of returns and
CWs. It is found that both the returns and CWs are strongly leptokurtic. The skewness and kurtosis
measures show that the returns distributions are asymmetric and fat-tailed, which is known as excess
kurtosis. The standard deviation of daily log returns as the volatility over the period shows that nickel
is the largest, but aluminum is the lowest. Jarque–Bera statistics in Table 2 are for checking normal
distribution, and reveal no normally distributed data within the considered data set. The conclusion for
the data finds that the distributions for all returns and CWs are skewed and fat-tailed.

Table 2. Summary statistics. The total observation contains 3284 obs. (3 January 2006–31
December 2018; daily data). The natural logarithm data are applied in the returns calculations.
The distributions for all returns and CWs are skewed and fat-tailed, as indicated by the high
significance of the Jarque–Bera test for normality.

3.3. Stationarity Check: Unit Root Tests

To test the stationarity of the variables, this paper employs the ADF (Augmented Dickey Fuller)
test and Phillip–Perron (PP) test, which are given in Table 3. Table 3 reports the unit root tests for all
the variables (null hypothesis: there is a unit root). All the variables of the returns data have no unitLoading web-font Gyre-Pagella/Normal/Regular
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root, therefore will not convert to be stationary by taking the first difference. However, the variables of
the CW data are mixed. The CW variables, such as those for lead, tin and nickel, reveal stationary
data, while those of aluminum and zinc were found to be non-stationary. Moreover, the CW variable of
copper is not conclusive, because the ADF test indicates that it is non-stationary, but rejected the null
hypothesis at the 5% significance level using the PP test. All the returns data use the level, and all of
the CW data employ the level data, except aluminum and zinc.

Table 3. Unit root test results. The sample consists of 3284 observations. Table 3 presents the
unit root tests for all the variables (null hypothesis: there is a unit root). The reported numbers
represent test statistics. ***, ** and * indicate the rejection of the null hypothesis at the 1%, 5%
and 10% level of significance, respectively.

4. Empirical Results

The main objective of this paper is to identify whether the CWs help explain the extent to which
the LME market moves in a similar direction to the CWs. This paper uses daily data from January
2006 to December 2018, which covers the trading of the six base metals. The role of metal spot
prices is mainly addressed through forward contracts in the LME market. The movement of spot
prices gives the key indication of metal price levels for producers and demanders. Spot prices are
known to be primarily affected by supply and demand, which is the market fundamental environment.
In addition to this fundamental, this paper exhibits the impact of commodity fund activities.

Daily data relating to the period January 2006 to December 2018 are used for estimating
Equation (1). Daily data can appropriately capture the arbitrage possibilities in the LME market (Park
and Lim 2018).

4.1. Regression Results

In this section, I test whether changes in CWs have an effect on LME metal prices. My primary
interest is in what happens to the coefficient of CWs increases, , in Table 4. The estimated elasticity
of the CW increase is 0.0052 for tin and 0.0055 for nickel, indicating an immediate 0.52% increase in
tin return and 0.55% increase in nickel return, respectively, given a 10% increase in both CWs. This is
strongly significant, with t-statistics of 2.10 for tin and 2.01 for nickel, and verifies a positive
relationship between increasing CWs and metal price returns. Furthermore, the first differenced
variables, such as aluminum (0.1212) and zinc (0.0829), reveal stronger results at the 1% level which
are statistically significant. This implies that the somewhat higher CWs, given a lower LME stockpile,
impacts on the metal prices to motivate the commodity funds to boost investment sentiments (see
Table 1). The positive effect of CWs on metal returns, such as aluminum, zinc, tin and nickel,
indicates somewhat possible excess returns when investors consider CWs as a significant variable.
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(2)

Therefore, I conclude that CWs intensify the metal price direction, especially that of the aluminum,
zinc, tin and nickel spot markets within the LME.

Table 4. Parameter estimates of Equation (1). The total observation contained 3284 obs.
(January 2006–December 2018; daily data). The natural logarithm data were applied in the
returns data. The reported numbers in parentheses represent t-statistics. *** and ** indicate
statistical significance at the 1% and 5% levels. All the returns data use the level, and all the
CW data employ the level, except aluminum and zinc, reflecting the unit root test results.

Tang and Xiong (2012) showed that financialization by global institutional investors affected the
market co-movement across commodity markets, and even equity markets. They argued that there
was some possible link between financialization of a commodity market and trading volume. Park
and Lim (2018) found that the LME futures market was inefficient because the financialization of
commodities had been growing. Kang and Yoon (2016) examined the dynamic return and volatility
spillovers between the Shanghai Futures Exchange (SFE) and the LME. They found that the LME
had a significant impact on the SFE, and concluded that financial crises intensified both returns and
volatility spillovers across base metals when considering aluminum, copper and zinc. Notice that their
sample period was from August 2007 to April 2016, which is considered to be a somewhat
strengthening period of financialization. Guzman and Silva (2018) reported that the financialization of
commodities appears to have a direct impact on the spot copper price, considering market liquidity as
a non-fundamental variable. Koitsiwe and Adachi (2018) argued that the recent rise and fall in
commodity prices were not determined by only the classical fundamental factors of supply and
demand. These previous studies regarding the LME hinted at the financialization effect on the market
price direction, and proved the possibility of abnormal returns.  I believe that CWs are one of
important key parameters for LME investors to drive financial speculation of the market.

4.2. VAR Model Specifications and Impulse Response Results

In this section, to investigate the impact of CWs on metal returns among aluminum, zinc, tin and
nickel in a dynamic manner, a vector autoregression (VAR) model is developed. In order to not
impose a priori a theory of causality between the variables, a non-structural VAR is used. The VAR is
a seemingly unrelated regression model with the same explanatory variables in each equation, when
there are no constraints placed on the coefficients. The VAR can be written as:

where , a vector of spot returns of aluminum, zinc, tin and nickel, and canceled warrants of aluminum,
zinc, tin and nickel, respectively. L is the lag operator, and are matrices of coefficients, and is a vector
of white noise innovations. Two lags are appropriate based upon the Chi-squared test (likelihood-ratio
test) and AIC value.

6
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(3)

(4)

Rewriting and inverting Equation (2) allows to be expressed as an infinite order moving average
representation:

where each is the matrix of coefficients, , is a factorization of the covariance matrix of u, and is a
matrix of orthogonalized innovations. Equation (3) can be used to identify the dynamic response of
spot returns to the CW shocks, which is the impulse response function (g):

The VAR shown in Equation (2) is then estimated using the Stata 12 software. The results for the
parameters, as well as some statistics, are not reported in this paper, but we do present the impulse
response results. The impulse responses to spot returns to CW shock are shown in Figure 1. It is
found that the impact of a CW shock on spot returns of both tin and nickel has second period positive
effects. The positive effect on metal returns holds for the contemporaneous and first two lags
following an increase in CWs, and then the positive effect on spot returns of a CW shocks fades after
the second period. In Figure 2 there are the impulse responses to spot price returns of aluminum and
zinc to CW shocks, which implies one more period impact compared to tin and nickel. In conclusion,
the positive impact of the CWs to metal returns is transitory.
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Figure 1. Plot of impulse response results: tin and nickel. Notes: The solid line is the
orthogonalized impulse response, while the grey area is the 95% confidence interval. The
responses of spot returns to a CW shock show that they are very short lived within the second
period.

Figure 2. Plot of impulse response results: aluminum and zinc. Notes: The solid line is the
orthogonalized impulse response, while the grey area is the 95% confidence interval. The
responses of spot returns to a CW shock show that they are very short lived within the third
period. al_cw_D1 and zn_cw_D1 indicate the first differenced variables.

Guzman and Silva (2018) found similar result for the copper market using error variance
decomposition. They reported that more than 19% of variance was associated with financial
speculation, such as the long positions in the futures market during the period over August 2003 and
September 2008. However, different periods, such as April 1995–March 2003 and October 2003–
October 2015, showed a somewhat lowered effect.

5. Summary and Conclusions
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Particular interest has been growing recently in the potential role of the financialization of
commodity markets. This study establishes a hypothesis concerning whether the rise in CWs is
associated with LME metal price increases. The CWs variable is important, because it encompasses
two factors—fundamentals and non-fundamentals. It is a fundamentals variable because it relates to
the market inventory. It is also a non-fundamentals variable because it deals with global sell-side
brokers’ reports and affects investors’ sentiments. Using 13 years of daily data, first, this paper
observes that there is a statistically significant positive link between CWs and LME metal prices,
especially aluminum, zinc, tin, and nickel. I conclude that CWs intensify the aluminum, zinc, tin, and
nickel spot prices direction. Second, the impulse response to a CW shock shows that the positive
impact of the metal returns for aluminum, zinc, tin, and nickel is transitory rather than permanent, so
that the effect of a unit shock in CWs eventually converges to zero. Indeed, after the second period,
the positive effect on spot returns of a CW innovation dies out.

The link between CWs and spot prices has important implications for the pricing of the LME
market, and ex post analysis of the reasons behind LME base metal prices. In the light of these
results, it would be useful to test the effect of CW changes within various LME warehouses, such as
Rotterdam, Vlissingen, New Orleans, Johor, and Busan, even though collecting data is somewhat
difficult.
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Major producers and consumers use LME contracts for hedging price risks, and for the reference price for spot and future prices. Park and Li
m (2018) provided a good discussion of the LME. They found that the LME was an inefficient market due to financialization by institutional
investors.

2 See details in Metal Bulletin (http://www.metalbulletin.com/Glossary.html (http://www.metalbulletin.com/Glossary.html)). The CWs are
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3 This information is a valuable investment factor of consumption trends, which can provide a meaningful implication of possible future price
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4 The LME does not report intra-day data and tick data. It is not possible to compute daily realized volatility measures for LME markets (Figuerol
a-Ferretti and Gilbert 2008). They used monthly rather realized volatility data.
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5 Figuerola-Ferretti and Gilbert (2008) concluded that the LME aluminum and copper scedastic processes are both highly persistent. They
argued that the strong symmetry of the two processes implied that the processes may be the outcome of common market microstructure
factors.

6 Koitsiwe and Adachi (2018) reported that commodity assets under management by financial investors dramatically increased in value, from
about $13 billion in 2003 to $450 billion in 2011. Irwin and Sanders (2012) reported that a total of $161.2 billion was invested in commodity
index investments as of 31 March 2010. A total of 78% of index investments were in the U.S. futures market, which invited major index funds
with rising trading volumes.
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